
December 31 (KSchad)

It's New Years Eve and Day 46 of videos! Today's video is a simple...thank you!

December 30 (KSchad)

Day 45 of videos see the final review of the year! Check out the Quick Thoughts on the
Netflix film White Noise!

December 29 (KSchad)

Day 44 of videos brings the debut of Minute Reviews Top 10 (formally Not Another Top
List)! Check out the first video: the Top 10 Best and Worst Movies I Saw in 2022! Come
back tonight for the next top 10 list! UPDATE (Shadow) I'm apparently too early for
KSchad's second video. New UNSINKABLE Retold for the Grand Scott Bakula party.
UPDATE (KSchad) Indeed too early. Here is the Top 0 Best and Worst TV Shows I Saw
this Year!

December 28 (KSchad)

Day 43 of videos is here! Today brings a new chapter in my God of War Ragnarok
playthrough! Check it out!

December 27 (KSchad)

Day 42 of videos brings the second to last review of the year! Check out the Quick
Thoughts on Matilda the Musical

December 26 (KSchad)

Day 41 of videos has arrived, and with it a new chapter in my God of War Ragnarok
playthrough! UPDATE (Shadow) Speaking of video games it's the Grand Holy Sonic
Service which means a new Another Sonic Sprite Comic.

December 25 (KSchad)

Merry Christmas! What better way to celebrate than with Day 40 of videos and a new
Quick Thoughts?! Check out the review of Three Pines!

December 24 (KSchad)

It's Christmas Eve, and what better way to celebrate than with Day 39 of videos and a
new Minute Review! Check out Glass Onion: A Knives Out Mystery is Simply Brilliant

December 23 (KSchad)
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Holy $h!t it's Day 38 of videos! Who knew I'd last this long? Check out the latest video
featuring the Lego 1966 Batman Cowl! UPDATE (Shadow) After that we are giving the gift
of Another Sonic Sprite Comic for the Grand Feast tonight.

December 22 (KSchad)

Day 37 of videos is here! Check out the new chapter of my God of War Ragnarok
playthrough!

December 21 (KSchad)

Day 36 of videos brings a new Minute Review, and they should seriously just give
Brendan Fraser the Oscar NOW for The Whale!

December 20 (KSchad)

It is Day 35 of videos! Who knew I'd last this long?! Check out the new Quick Thoughts
on the Prime Video movie Nanny! UPDATE (Shadow) After that Dick Cheney is back to
yell at you in this new Bidened.

December 19 (KSchad)

Day 34 of videos has arrived, and with it a Quick Thoughts! Check out the review of the
Netflix series The Recruit!

December 18 (KSchad)

Day 33 of videos has arrived! Check out me building the 1989 Lego Batwing at 40X the
speed!

December 17 (KSchad)

Day 32 of videos! Next up: Avatar the Way of Water May be the Most Beautiful Film Ever
Made! UPDATE (Shadow) After that check out the ending the greatest sprite comic
parody of Die Hard ever made. A very loose parody. Very loose.

December 16 (KSchad)

It's day 31 of videos! Hey, I've been saying AT LEAST 30 lol. Check out the new Minute
Review: The Santa Clauses is Great for Kids and a Bit of Nostalgia...but Not Much Else

December 15 (KSchad)

We did it! Day 30 has arrived! That's right; 30 straight days of videos! Check out the
latest...Pokemon Scarlet: I Finally Accomplished Something in this Game

December 14 (KSchad)
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Day 29! I'm surprised I haven't passed out from exhaustion yet lol. Anyway, after two long
years I FINALLY got a PS5! So check out the first chapter of my God of Raw Ragnarok
playthrough! UPDATE (Shadow) After watching KSchad play his PS5 check out the off
the rails Snow Hard wind down and then wait for Delibird tonight after you watch Sonic
Christmas Blast.

December 13 (KSchad)

Day 28 of (at least) 30 days of videos! A Quick Thoughts review is live, so check out
Empire of Light Tells Us Movies are Magic, but Fails to Show Us

December 12 (KSchad)

It's Day 27! Check out the new Quick Thoughts review: Something from Tiffany's is as
Generic as They Come!

December 11 (KSchad)

Day 26 has arrived, and with it a new Quick Thoughts! Night at the Museum Khamunrah
Rises Again is Great for the Kids! UPDATE (Shadow) At this point I'm just accepting that
Snow Hard has gone completely off the rails.

December 10 (KSchad)

Day 25 of (at least) 30 days of videos! A new Minute Review is live, so check out
Guillermo Del Toro Gives Us the Pinocchio we Deserve

December 9 (KSchad)

We've made it to Day 24 of videos! It has been AGES since I've done a Pokemon Go
video, so check out the latest as I hatch nine 10km eggs in a row!

December 8 (KSchad)

We're almost there! It's Day 23 videos, so check out the latest Quick Thoughts: Emma
Corrin is Amazing Lady Chetterley's Lover (2022)! UPDATE (Shadow) After you watch
KSchad's Quick Though see Snow Hard go even more off the rails.

December 7 (KSchad)

Day 22 of (at least) 30 is here! Next up: a Quick Thoughts! Check out Chloe Grace Moretz
Shines in Sci Fi Thriller The Peripheral

December 6 (KSchad)

It's Day 21 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Check out the release of my latest chapter of
my playthrough: Pokemon Scarlet: WHY DOES THIS MAP SUCK SO MUCH?!?!
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December 5 - Emerald Day (KSchad)

Day 20 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Check out the latest Minute Review: Troll (2022) is
a Monster Movie Done Right! UPDATE (Shadow) Happy Holidays and Merry Febtober
Fest! We kick both of those off with Emerald Day which works out as we continue with
Snow Hard.

December 4 (KSchad)

Day 19! Man I'm tired lol. Check out the new Minute Review: Violent Night is a Violent
Good Time!

December 3 (KSchad)

Hot damn we made it to Day 18! Check out the new Minute Review: Titans Season 4 Part
1 is Good, but I'm Still Gonna Nitpick

December 2 (KSchad)

Day 17 of (at least) 30 days of videos is here. Check out the new chapter of my Pokemon
Scarlet playthrough! UPDATE (Shadow) After that check out the latest in Snow Hard.

December 1 (KSchad)

Day 16 brings a new Quick Thoughts review on The Mighty Ducks Game Changers
season 2! Check it out!

November 30 (KSchad)

It's Day 15 of (at least) 30 days of videos, so check out the official December 2022 Preview
video to see what's upcoming for the month of December! Also don't forget to watch the latest
chapter in my Pokemon Scarlet playthrough! UPDATE (Shadow) After you check out both of
those come back for some new Snow Hard.

November 29 (KSchad)

Day 14 has arrived! Check out the new Quick Thoughts on Slumberland AND the next chapter
in my Pokemon Scarlet playthrough!

November 28 (KSchad)

Day 13, baby! And in an interesting turn of events, I scheduled Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer
Story is Incredibly Disturbing, but I Can't Look Away on the 28th anniverasry of Jeffrey Dahmer's
death. Yup, Dahmer died 28 years ago today. I did not plan that, I swear! Plus, check out a CAR
Pokemon kick my @$$ in the new chapter of my Pokemon Scarlet playthrough!

November 27 (KSchad)
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Day...12! Check out The Guardians of the Galaxy Holiday Special is Literally Perfect! AND the
latest chapter of my Pokemon Scarlet playthrough is also live!

November 26 (KSchad)

Tired of me yet? Too bad! It's Day 11 of (at least) 30 days of videos, so check out the Minute
Review of the new Netflix series from the legendary Tim Burton: Wednesday! UPDATE
(Shadow): After you watch KSchad's Review of Wednesday check out the latest in Snow Hard.
UPDATE (KSchad) And after you check out Wednesday and Snow Hard, watch the latest
chapter of my Pokemon Scarlet playthrough!

November 25 (KSchad)

We have reached the 10th Day of (at least) 30 days of videos! Check out the latest Minute
Review on the new Disney animated movie Strange World! Also! The latest chapter of my
Pokemon Scarlet playthrough is live!

November 24 (KSchad)

It's Thanksgiving and Day 9 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Happy Turkey Day, and what better
way to celebrate than with the new Minute Review! Check out the review of Star Wars Andor!
PLUS! A new chapter of my playthrough of Pokemon Scarlet!

November 23 (KSchad)

Day 8, baby, of (at least) 30 days of videos! Check out the Quick Thoughts of 1899, then come
back tonight for the next chapter in Pokemon Scarlet! UPDATE (Shadow) While you wait for
KSchad's next chapter in Pokemon Scarlet check out this new Snow Hard. UPDATE (KSchad)
And here it is!

November 22 (KSchad)

It's Day 7 of (at least) 30 days of videos! A new episode of The Bat Collector featuring Legos is
live, as well as the next chapter of my playthrough of Pokemon Scarlet! Check them out!

November 21 (KSchad)

Day 6 of (at least) 30 days of videos is here! Today starts off with She Said Takes Down Harvey
Weinstein...and now check out the latest chapter of my Pokemon Scarlet playthrough!

November 20 (KSchad)

It's Day 5 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Last night, the 2nd chapter of my playthrough of
Pokemon Scarlet hit, and just going live this morning is the Minute Review of the Netflix series
Dead to Me! UPDATE (Shadow) It looks like their candidates may be dead to them in this new
Bidened. UPDATE(KSchad) Ohhhhhhhh but there's more! Chapter 3 of my Pokemon Scarlet
playthrough just went live!
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November 19 (KSchad)

Oh hai Day 4 of (at least) 30 days of videos! A Minute Review is live, so check out The Menu
Serves Up Something Great from Beginning to End!

November 18 (KSchad)

It's Day 3 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Check out the new Quick Thoughts on the movie
Bones and All! BUT WAIT! THERE'S MORE! Check out the first chapter of my playthrough of
the new Pokemon Starlet!

November 17 (KSchad)

It's Day 2 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Today brings you another Quick Thoughts. Check out
the review of the [why did we need a] sequel to A Christmas Story: A Christmas Story
Christmas! UPDATE (Shadow) After you check out KSchad's latest review check out this latest
Snow Hard.

November 16 (KSchad)

It's Day 1 of (at least) 30 days of videos! Check out the latest Quick Thoughts on the Amazon
Prime series The English!

November 14 (KSchad)

The Queen may be dead in real life, but she's alive and well in The Crown season 5. Check out
the Minute Review! UPDATE (Shadow) After that jump from the past to the future in this new
Bidened.

November 12 (KSchad)

Black Panther: Wakanda Forever is definitely the most anticipated MCU entry of the year.
Clocking in at almost 3 hours long, they filled that time with a lot. Check out the Minute Review:
Black Panther Wakanda Forever Stands Out as the Best MCU Entry this Year!

November 11 (KSchad)

Another Quick Thoughts is live! Check out the review of My Father's Dragon, then stay tuned
tomorrow for the Black Panther 2 review. UPDATE (Shadow) While you wait for KSchad's
review why not check out some new Snow Hard?

November 10 (KSchad)

Got two new reviews for ya (cause I forgot to post one when it was released lol). Check out the
Minute Review Netflix's Blockbuster is Painfully Unfunny AND the Quick Thoughts The Bastard
Son & the Devil Himself is Actually Really Good
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November 8 (Shadow)

Let's just all hope we can survive this Ameripocalypse.

November 7 (KSchad)

A new Quick Thoughts is live! Check out the review of the Amazon Prime series The Devil's
Hour!

November 6 (KSchad)

We here at ASSC love Weird Al Yankovic. How can you not?? So watching and reviewing the
Weird Al biopic was a must. Check out Weird: The Al Yankovic Story is Weird Al's Ultimate
Parody

November 5 (Shadow)

Just before the Ameripocalypse edition of Bidened on Tuesday we bring you a new Snow Hard
today.

November 4 (KSchad)

Another Quick Thoughts heading your way! Check out Enola Holmes 2 Brings a Bit of History to
Life!

November 3 (KSchad)

What's coming up on the YouTube channel for November? Check out the new Previews video!
After that, don't forget to watch the first two reviews of the month. Two new Quick Thoughts on
Wendell & Wild and The Good Nurse!

November 2 (Shadow)

Let's weigh all of our options in this new Bidened.

October 31 (KSchad)

What better way to celebrate Halloween than with the debut of Minute Reviews Retro review of
Halloween (1978)? Probably all the candy, but this is a close second!

October 30 (Kschad)

Busy few days, so I forgot to update lol. Anyway, FIVE new reviews coming your way: three full
Minute Reviews and two Quick Thoughts. For the Quick Thoughts, check out The Banshees of
Inisherin and Run Sweetheart Run. Then for the full Minute Reviews: House of the Dragon, Star
Wars Tales of the Jedi and Guillermo del Toro's Cabinet of Curiosities! UPDATE Why not top off
Halloween eve with a spooky Snow Hard?
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October 27 (Shadow)

We're all %#$@ in this new Bidened.

October 24 (KSchad)

Nothing much has changed, but I got so bored with no games to play (I beat them all) and no
comics to read (I've read them all). So the only thing to keep the mind occupied is more reviews!
So check out Terrifier 2 is Disturbing, F***ed Up...and Pretty Awesome! UPDATE (Shadow)
There's also more Snow Hard on top of that.

October 22 (KSchad)

Black Adam is definitely the most anticipated movie of October, so of course there's a review!
Check it out! Also, I'm taking a little break. My illness has grown to a point where I lose my voice
if I ramble on for too long. So it's tough to record something. That, of course, could change. I
could wake up tomorrow and feel well enough to record a review for Terrifier 2 that I had
planned. We shall see.

October 21 (KSchad)

Am I tired yet? Of course I am! I'm sick and still busting out that glorious content lol. Anyway,
check out the new Quick Thoughts: The School for Good and Evil is a Bad Harry Potter Ripoff
UPDATE (Shadow) Have any of you considered voting for Kirby instead of fascist elephants?

October 20 (KSchad)

Another video coming atcha! Check out the latest episode of The Bat Collector!

October 19 (KSchad)

I may be sick (not Covid thankfully), but I'm still cranking out content! Check out the new Quick
Thoughts on The Curse of Bridge Hollow!

October 18 (KSchad)

When the last time this site has seen THIS MUCH updating activity?? I joke, I joke. Anyway,
check out the new Quick Thoughts: Till is an Emotional Masterpiece UPDATE (Shadow) We're
also going to throw in more Snow Hard in this crazy amount of updates!

October 17 (KSchad)

On a roll with reviews! Check out the newest Quick Thoughts: The Watcher Has Too Many Plot
Threads

October 16 (KSchad)
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A big weekend for movies and shows. The first season of The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of
Power came to end, so check out the review that just went live!

October 15 (KSchad)

Halloween Ends is here, so check out the Minute Review: Halloween Ends Actually ENDS the
Franchise! UPDATE (Shadow) New Bidened.

October 14 (KSchad)

Been a busy few days, so here's THREE new reviews...one of which that just went live! Check
out reviews of the Netflix series The Midnight Club, the return of Beavis & Butt-Head on
Paramount+ AND the newest addition to the MCU: She-Hulk Attorney at Law!

October 12 (Shadow)

It's not just going to snow this Holidays it's going to Snow Hard.

October 10

The content keeps on coming! Check out the latest collectibles video in AEW All Elite Crate:
WHAT'S IN THE BOX?! Ep. 5

October 9 Bakula Day (KSchad)

The final review of the weekend just went live! Check out Hellraiser (2022) is Acceptable!
UPDATE (Shadow) Meanwhile in Random Stupidity we talk about the true origins of Canadian
Thanksgiving. Snow Hard starts next sprite comic update (assuming Wednesday).

October 8 (KSchad and totally not edited by Shadow)

It's a full weekend of reviews Scott Bakula(.-.)! Check out the latest that just dropped this
morning: Amsterdam has the Talent, but is that Enough to Make a Great Film? UPDATE
(KSchad) Sometimes I think Shadow IS Scott Bakula, and he's been fooling us this entire time!

October 7 (KSchad)

Like I said, "Imma try." Anyway, the last three days brought three reviews: two Quick Thoughts
and one full Minute Review. Wednesday and Thursday saw the Quick Thoughts in My Best
Friend's Exorcism and Mr. Harrigan's Phone, and just going live this morning is the full:
Werewolf by Night Brings Horror to the MCU. Check them out! UPDATE (Shadow) This new
Random Stupidity starts a holiday but it may not be the one you were assuming we were going
to start now.

October 3 (KSchad)
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Hi. Me again. Imma try to post stuff as it goes live instead of a massive paragraph once a week.
Anyway...a new Minute Review is live! Check out Smile is Disturbing Horror with a Powerful
Lead in Sosie Bacon! UPDATE (Shadow) I had something else in mind for this new Bidened but
I couldn't find the article I originally saw that I was going to base it off of so you got this.

October 2 (KSchad)

See! I told I'd see you next week! Got six new videos for you to check it if you don't already
subscribe to the channel (if not, what are you waiting for?!?!). Rounding out September is the
Bat Collector episode 6, The Munsters (2022) is Mediocre...At Best and episode 10 of Quick
Thoughts featuring Harley Quinn, Barbarian, The Invitation, 3000 Years of Longing, Pearl, Devil
in Ohio, Cars on the Road, Goodnight Mommy, Me Time & See How They Run. Then check out
the new October Preview video to see all the full reviews coming this month...THEN check out
Hocus Pocus 2 is as Fun as the Original, but Certainly Not Better and the first review of the new
format of Quick Thoughts: Ana de Armas Shines in Blonde, But... Don't forget to like and
subscribe, and I'll cya next time!

September 30 (Shadow)

Looks like Holidays is going to come early in this Random Stupidity because when it snows
around here it will Snow Hard.

September 27 (Shadow)

Making fun of both sides in this new Bidened.

September 25 (Shadow)

ASSC Origins now have 4 parts as seen in "The Future Part 4." UPDATE (KSchad) Hi. Long
time. Busy blah blah adulting blah blah. You get it. I'll get better at updating sooner or later lol.
Anyway, new reviews! Lots of them! Check out Prey, Samaritan, Only Murders in the Building,
Pinocchio 2022, Cobra Kai 5, Clerks 3, The Woman King, Do Revenge and Don't Worry Darling!
Also episode 5 of The Bat Collector! See you next week (seriously! I'm going to get better at
updating!).

September 22 (Shadow)

Can you tell from this new Random Stupidity that I'm glad Quantum Leap is back?

September 18 (Shadow)

Hmm, looks like the latest update broke a few links. Luckily with the new site there was not
many links to fix. Needless to say Minute Reviews and Soniceenmas are now back up.

September 15 (Shadow)

https://youtu.be/7Xm-aUxT7hw
https://youtu.be/7Xm-aUxT7hw
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=3&pid=1912#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=3&pid=1912#top_display_media
https://youtu.be/IbqjWTJZF-Q
https://youtu.be/IbqjWTJZF-Q
https://youtu.be/B4--O9ZJrQQ
https://youtu.be/4ahnkA5dK-Q
https://youtu.be/4ahnkA5dK-Q
https://youtu.be/pm1Xl36DWLk
https://youtu.be/fuW8rbRG7UA
https://youtu.be/fuW8rbRG7UA
https://youtu.be/Pbbtr1eRN1I
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=4&pid=1911#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=3&pid=1910#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=26&pid=1909#top_display_media
https://youtu.be/DkgTzh0tbXY
https://youtu.be/M31VozCd2X0
https://youtu.be/D7-JqOigggc
https://youtu.be/HarET2bCLt0
https://youtu.be/HarET2bCLt0
https://youtu.be/K0ItPINUHdc
https://youtu.be/2fmcnStaJlk
https://youtu.be/G06E04hEbLQ
https://youtu.be/sCDiOb9RR9Y
https://youtu.be/YYzT8OO2k98
https://youtu.be/IEQQqmxPRKg
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=4&pid=1908#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/asscstudios5/index.php?view=article&id=5&catid=11
https://www.asscstudios.net/asscstudios5/index.php?view=article&id=9&catid=12


If you thought the last future wasn't talked about enough I totally forgot about this future in this
new ASSC Origins.

September 12 (Shadow)

My apologies to the King of England (for multiple reasons in this new Bidened) but I do not like
how the sprite came out.-_-

September 9 (Shadow)

Time to look at the rarely seen former future from the past in this ASSC Origins.

September 6 (Shadow)

A new Bidened.

September 3 (Shadow)

Tis that time of year where the Holidays Pokemon team and PIDMUJOCK Pokemon days get
updates. Also there was an error in the wear section last year which has been corrected.

August 12 (Shadow)

Before we finish this arc in ASSC Studios let's check in with the future.

August 9 (Shadow)

We're back to ASSC Studios in this new uh ASSC Studios.

August 6 (Shadow)

I pushed through it and finished ASSC probably for good this time but we will see.

August 3 (Shadow)

Sorry all, it's been a crazy past two months. I'm back finally and I'm here with a new Random
Stupidity.

July 11 (KSchad)

It's not that I forgot to update. I've just been busy. Being an adult is hard! Anyway, we've got six
new videos up on the YouTube channel! Check out episode 13 of Super Smash Ultimate, and
reviews of Beavis & Butt-Head Do the Universe, Stranger Things 4 pt. 2, Thor Love & Thunder
and The Boys season 3. Also up is a new episode of Quick Thoughts featuring reviews of:
Hustle, South Park the Streaming Wars pt. 1, Elvis, Father of the Bride (2022), God's Favorite

https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=26&pid=1907#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=26&pid=1907#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=3&pid=1906#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=26&pid=1905#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/coppercomics/displayimage.php?album=3&pid=1904#top_display_media
https://www.asscstudios.net/Holidays22.pdf


Idiot, Man vs. Bee, Marcel the Shell with Shoes On, Spiderhead, The Staircase and The Man
From Toronto!

June 26 (KSchad)

Um...guess who forgot to update? Yeah, it was me. We have A LOT of new videos coming your
way! There's episodes 9-12 of Super Smash Ultimate (here's the playlist) and episode 3 of The
Bat Collector. Mostly, though, eight reviews! Check out reviews of: Top Gun Maverick, Jurassic
World Dominion, Crimes of the Future 2022, Lightyear, Obi-Wan Kenobi, The Black Phone, The
Umbrella Academy Season 3 AND Episode 6 of Quick Thoughts featuring The Northman, Chip
N Dale 2022, The Bob's Burgers Movie, Senior Year, Marmaduke 2022, The Pentaverate, All of
Us Are Dead, The Flight Attendant Season 2, Men and Outer Range! Enjoy!

June 17 (Shadow)

Hey all. Sorry for the lack of updates recently both on here and our Instagram. Just needed to
take a little social media/internet break for awhile. Then KSchad had a few updates over on our
YouTube Channel. Continuing on with ASSC 500 in this new Special Edition.

June 8 (Shadow)

Ugh, this Special Edition took a lot out of me for some reason. Usually I can plow through
making four panels in less than hour but this time it took me about four hours. I really need to
end ASSC for a fourth time to move on to sprite comics that require less planning.

June 6 (Shadow)

I put the wrong date on this new Special Edition. Oh well. Speaking of wrong dates I got my
dates mixed up Friday but I still did the comic the day I said I was going to (today). However the
date should have been yesterday but I forgot that I was going to not be getting shiny Pokemon
in that awful Pokemon Go Fest Niantic gave us so it's today as I said. With that said I currently
plan to update Wednesday as it should be. Hopefully catch you all then.

June 3 (Shadow)

As you can all guess by now I have been dreading (and thus purposely putting off) making the
500th ASSC. Since it will take so long to finish you can see the first four panels as the latest
Special Edition. Yes, this is literally the reason why I brought back Special Editions. I know I
skipped yesterday's update for today but at the moment I still plan on the normal next regular
update which would be Monday.

May 30 (Shadow)

Here we are, the second to last ASSC.



May 29 (KSchad)

Oh hey, I remembered it was Sunday! Got three videos from this past week, and at least two are
great (lol)! Check out two new gaming videos in Evil Dead The Game Ep. 3 and Smash Ultimate
Ep. 8. And don't forget the new Minute Review of the highly anticipated fourth season of
Stranger Things!

May 24 (Shadow)

Today again was too crazy of a day for a real new sprite comic. However, Special Editions are
back (sort of). They will be serving a new purpose seeing as Random Stupidity and ASSC
Studios serve the initial purpose of the Special Editions. Basically when edits or alternatives
need to be made to existing comics or large comics get uploaded in small chunks (like last
year's Random Stupidity 500 which starts in Special Editions here) they will go there. Let's see
how long this lasts.

May 23 (KSchad)

Guess who forgot to do the Sunday video update? Spoiler: this guy! As Shadow already
mentioned, a new Not Another Top List is live! As you know, ASSC loves Sonic the Hedgehog.
We did the Top 30 Best Sonic games, so we figured it was time to do the WORST Sonic games!
We also have Episode 2 of Evil Dead: The Game for some Deadite killing goodness, and
Episode 7 of Super Smash Ultimate! Check it all out, and I'll cya soon.

May 22 (Shadow)

Neither of us apparently had time to post this yesterday but yesterday's update was KSchad's
Not Another Top List: The Top 10 WORST Sonic the Hedgehog Games. I plan on updating
again Tuesday (I'm sure KSchad will have a few videos for you all before then) and hopefully it
will be a sprite comic that time.

May 18 (Shadow)

Time to start to reconcile the timelines in universes in this new ASSC.

May 16 (KSchad)

A day late with my update, but that's because a video was uploaded yesterday AND today! So I
waited a day. Anywho...we have FIVE new videos to showcase!!. Check out: episode 6 of
Smash Ultimate, Retro Gaming: The Immortal, Firestarter (2022) Fails to Ignite, The Bat
Collector Ep. 2 and last but not least...Evil Dead: The Game episode 1!

May 12 (Shadow)



This ASSC probably isn't quite the pay off you've been waiting for since 2004 but it's close
enough. Maybe if I ever get enough ambition the actual ending will be known soon. Maybe, but
you all know me by now so it's probably a probably not.

May 9 (Shadow)

Quickly trying to wrap up ASSC for good.

May 8 (KSchad)

Happy Mother's Day to all you mother's out there! Why not celebrate with this weeks videos?
We have FIVE to check out, though make sure to subscribe to our YouTube Channel and you'll
see them immediately upon upload! There are two new Minute Reviews, both from the mighty
Marvel Cinematic Universe. Enjoy History Comes to Life in Marvel's Moon Knight and Dr.
Strange in the Multiverse of Madness Massively Expands the MCU. Don't worry, though, NO
SPOILERS in the Dr. Strange 2 review, so it's safe to watch if you haven't seen the movie yet.
Then two new gaming videos, namely Episode 6 of Super Smash Bros Ultimate and a new
Retro Gaming featuring Nightshade. Last but not least, a new Legos video with the Back to the
Future DeLorean. Check it all out!

May 6 (Shadow)

New ASSC picks up right where Pink Day left off. March updates have been moved to Recent
Updates and the April updates have been moved below the page break.

May 1 (Kschad)

What better way to kick off May than with the Sunday video update?! We have three new videos
live on our YouTube Channel (whaaaaaaat? You have subscribed yet?? Get on that!). First is
Episode 5 of Quick Thoughts, featuring reviews of Russian Doll Season 2, Windfall, All the Old
Knives, No One Gets Out Alive, Moonshot, Master, Apollo 10 1/2, The Bubble, Metal Lords and
Dual. A new Retro Gaming also hit, this time Super Dodge Ball! And last but certainly not least
we have a debut! Check out the first episode of The Bat Collector, a new series where I
showcase my Batman collection!

April 29 (Shadow)

Pink Day wraps up Cult Week just like how this new ASSC starts to wrap that up with only six to
go.

April 28 (Shadow)



Attempting to both advance and wrap up ASSC while tying into yellow day. In hopes of clearing
the front page a little the Recent Updates page has been created.

April 27 (Shadow)

Even though I threw in Blue Day we have a bit of plot for the 9th to last ASSC. Blue plus the link
doesn't work well but trust me that the "9th to last ASSC" part is clickable. Actually both of them
are.

April 26 (Shadow)

It's the 10th to last ASSC and I waste it on Green Day.

April 25 (Shadow)

A new ASSC that ties into White Day today. Yes that was something was going to happen in the
original planned ASSC with the character now known as Jadis.

April 24 (KSchad)

It's Sunday, and you know what that means: video update! We have three new videos for you to
check out. First there the review of The Unbearable Weight of Massive Talent starring the
legendary Nicolas Cage! Then two gaming videos, specifically episode 4 of Super Smash
Ultimate and a new Retro Gaming featuring Twin Bee. Check them out! Edit (Shadow) Don't
forget to celebrate Red Day today along with watching KSchad's latest videos. To go along with
Red Day here's a new ASSC.

April 21 (Shadow)

Oh look a Cult Week reminder (starts Saturday) in this new ASSC.

April 18 (Shadow)

This new ASSC teaches us a very important lesson in velociraptor awareness.

April 17 (KSchad)

It's Easter, and what better way to celebrate than with this week's videos! First we have the
review of Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of Dumbledore, then episode of 3 of Super Smash Bros
Ultimate. And two new collectibles videos round out the four with All Elite Crate: WHAT'S IN
THE BOX Ep. 3 and Lego Adventures: Easter Chicks! Check them all out, and don't forget to
subscribe if you haven't already

April 15 (Shadow)



Don't you hate it when multiple futures collide into your universe so you forget your name?

April 12 (Shadow)

Khan should have found a better lackey in this new ASSC.

April 11 (KSchad)

We have FOUR new videos live on our YouTube Channel (don't forget to subscribe to see
videos as soon as they go live)! First, as Shadow already mentioned, a new Minute Review!
Check out Sonic the Hedgehog 2 Expands the Sonic-Verse. There's also two new gaming
videos, specifically episode 2 of Smash Ultimate and a new Retro Gaming featuring Adventures
of Lolo. Last but not least, a new Collectibles video! Watch Lego Adventures: The 1989
Batmobile and see it put together piece by piece at 30X the speed

April 10 (Shadow)

The only update is that there is no update because you should all go see Sonic [Movie] 2. Once
you're done then you should go check out KSchad's review of it. I'm sure he'll do an actual
update about it soon.

April 6 (Shadow)

A very confusing return in this new ASSC.

April 3 (KSchad)

Oh hai everyone! Got THREE video updates for you. First is another installment of Retro
Gaming, namely Clu Clu Land! There's also the first episode of my playthrough of Super Smash
Bros Ultimate (only took me four years to play the adventure mode lol)! And last but not least a
new Minute Review is live. Check out Morbius...the Boring Vampire! EDIT (Shadow) Boring is
an understatement for Morbius *ahem* a new ASSC that gives an answer from the last one.

March 31 (Shadow)

The recap ends so ASSC can pick up where it (sort of) left off 18 years ago.

March 28 (Shadow)

New ASSC. Still continuing with the recap for those who missed a crisis and a snap.

March 27 (KSchad)



Been a little bit since I've posted (aka I forgot lol). There are THREE new episodes of Retro
Gaming and a new Quick Thoughts! Check out S.C.A.T., Mighty Bomb Jack and Ninja
JaJaMaru-kun for gaming, and Quick Thoughts Episode 4 featuring Squid Game, South Park
25, The Lost City, X, Disenchantment, Brand New Cherry Flavor, DMZ, Guardians of Justice,
Pieces of Her and Cheaper by the Dozen (2022). EDIT (SHADOW) ...and for National Joe Day
we have a new Random Stupidity and Bidened.

March 25 (Shadow)

As promised at the end of the character battle a new ASSC.

March 22 (Shadow)

If you wish view our Privacy Policy which is really just saying there is nothing we do that collects
data but we're putting one up just to cover ourselves.

March 20 (KSchad)

A new episode of Retro Gaming has hit our YouTube channel! Check out KSchad as he plays
the classic Donkey Kong '81!

March 19 (Shadow)

Without spoiling too much from this new ASSC Studios, we have a character battle winner and
yes we will be revisiting that again soon too...stay tuned...

March 18 (Shadow)

The top two of the 2022 character battle which you can vote in.

March 17 (Shadow)

Looks like I have no posts from KSchad to tack on to today oh well ;-P. The character battle
page has been updated and there's a new ASSC Studios to go along with said character battle.
Don't forget to vote in the character battle. Oh and finally cleaned up the front page a little. You
can check out all of the 2021 updates here.

March 16 (KSchad) & an edit by Shadow to steal this post's thunder :-P

I told you I'd be back! Episode 3 of Quick Thoughts just hit the YouTube channel! Featuring
quick reviews of Nobody, Antlers, Promising Young Woman, Space Force season 2, The King's
Man, The Last Duel, Nightmare Alley, Murderville, The Adam Project and Studio 666 (starring
the Foo Fighters)...check it out! EDIT New ASSC Studios as we continue to quickly go through
the 2022 character which you shouldn't forget to vote in.



March 15 (KSchad) & an edit by Shadow

I've been slacking a bit when updating, so let's do an update! We got THREE new reviews that
hit the YouTube channel. Check out the latest on Uncharted, Pixar's Turning Red, and the one
you've all been waiting for: a Batman fanatic's thoughts on The Batman! Stay tuned tomorrow
for a new episode of Minute Review Quick Thoughts as well. EDIT KSchad beat me to the
update by like 45 minutes. On top of all of his reviews I have the 225th ASSC Studios: The
Sprite Comic which of course is the next one in the 2022 Character Battle. Didn't have time to
update that page today so hopefully tomorrow. Oh and don't forget to vote in the character
battle.

Pi Day (Shadow)
Happy Pi Day all! What better way to celebrate Pi Day than with starting the Character Battle?
That page will be updated tomorrow. Don't forget to vote in the character battle as well. Catch
you all tomorrow as our March Mania continues.

March 13 (Shadow)
A new ASSC Studios ushers in of our March Mania!

March 10 (Shadow)

This ASSC Studios brings us very close to the character battle. March Madness is 3 days away!

March 7 (Shadow)

Wait what's that in the sky in this new ASSC Studios? Find out as we get ever so closer to the
2022 character battle.

March 4 (Shadow)

Using current events for the final S*H*I*T. With this the multiverse of each comic universe
should now all be restored. That means we can begin the countdown to the 2022 character
battle soon.

March 1 (Shadow)

Happy March! I still need to clean up the news pages. Anywho new Spritegate: WT-F to end that
with that universe returning.

February 24



TWO new Minute Reviews? Why the heck not?! Check out the latest reviews of Peacemaker:
Give Peace a F*&$ing Chance and Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2022: The Franchise That Just
Won't Die

February 23 (Shadow)
A new ASSC Remix which officially ends that on a seemingly cryptic note. Just assume that it
carried on in a "remixed" way that the original ASSC then. Stay tuned to what that cryptic
message means.

February 21

If you don't subscribe to our YouTube channel then you missed the second episode of Minute
Reviews Quick Thoughts! This second episode features quick reviews of Army of Thieves,
Encanto, Cobra Kai IV, Black Friday, The 355, Archive 81, The Fallout, The Woman in the
House Across the Street from the Woman in the Window (who thought that was a good title?!),
Moonfall and Kimi. Check it out!

February 20 (Shadow)

I really need to clean up the front page but that is not a task for today. *ahem* A cryptic
message as the sprite comic world of Another Sonic Sprite Comic is returned.

February 17 (Shadow)

Now it's time we return to our (failed attempt at a) world of Pokemon to see what happened to
our trainers there after their universe returned.

February 14

(KSchad) It's Valentine's Day, and what better to celebrate than with a new Minute Review!
Check out the latest review on The Book of Boba Fett! Update #2 (Shadow)...and to show how
much we love you it's a second update with a new (regular/old) UNSINKABLE. Catching up
what happened to the original UNSINKABLE crew after their part of the multiverse returned
while also ending it for a fourth time.

February 11 (Shadow)

With Soniceenmas behind us and the character battle in front of us let's check in how
UNSINKABLE: Retold is handling returning to their part of the multiverse. Man I really need to
bring over the past updates section from the old site.

February 7



Have you subscribed to our YouTube channel yet? No?! Then you missed the latest Minute
Review! Check out the review of Jackass Forever, BUT WAIT! THERE'S MORE! The first Retro
Gaming video is also live and a new collectibles video just hit, too. After checking out the Minute
Review, don't forget to watch Wrecking Crew: I'm Gonna Wreck It! and Putting Together the
Lego Batman Cowl

January 21

A new Nintendo Trek as we continue to put back all the comic universes. If you're a Star Trek
fan hopefully you'll see what I did and know why this one is slightly different than the last before
Eclipse's snap.

January 18

After that Bidened that mentioned the multiverse collapse figured I'd ease into 2022 sprite
comics by seeing what happened in each world afterwards. Some like this new Knight Rider:
The Parody will also serve as quick quasi-endings for sprite comics that never got proper ends.
Since at one point they were the same world it's also an end fir The Directrix. With that being
said spoilers for Matrix 4.

January 16

A new Collectibles video is here! Check out as KSchad opens the second All Elite Crate from All
Elite Wrestling!

January 15

A new Minute Review is live! Check out the review of Scream 5! And don't forget to check out
the Videos page in the upper right to see all of our latest videos

January 12

The Soniceenmas page has been copied and updated from the old site. Check it out!

January 9

All original 100 "Another Sonic Sprite Comics" (aka the original ASSC) are now back up. In case
you need help navigating to our comic section you can start with ASSC/Another Sonic Sprite
Comic here.

January 6

New Bidened. Also forgot to update on 1/3 that the Holidays Overview page is back up.



January 1, 2022

Happy 2022! What's the best way to celebrate the new year? With the first episode of Minute
Review Quick Thoughts! With TEN quick reviews in ONE, how can you go wrong?! Features
Hawkeye, Red Notice, Midnight Mass, Tiger King and more! Check it out


